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DOUBLE MV CYCLES AND THE NAITO-SAGAKI-SAITO CRYSTAL
DINAKARMUTHIAH
ABSTRACT. The theory of MV cycles associated to a complex reductive groupG has proven
to be a rich source of structures related to representation theory. We investigate doubleMV
cycles, which are analogues of MV cycles in the case of an affine Kac-Moody group. We
prove an explicit formula for the Braverman-Finkelberg-Gaitsgory [BFG] crystal structure
on double MV cycles, generalizing a finite-dimensional result of Baumann and Gaussent
[BauGau]. As an application, we give a geometric construction of the Naito-Sagaki-Saito
[NSS] crystal via the action of ŜLn on Fermionic Fock space. In particular, this construc-
tion gives rise to an isomorphism of crystals between the set of double MV cycles and the
Naito-Sagaki-Saito crystal. As a result, we can independently prove that the Naito-Sagaki-
Saito crystal is the B(∞) crystal. In particular, our geometric proof works in the previously
unknown case of ŝl2.
1. INTRODUCTION
1.1. Crystals. Let g be a Kac-Moody Lie algebra. Kashiwara invented the notion of a g-
crystal, which is a combinatorial analogue of a g representation. A crystal consists of a set
B along with crystal operators and some auxiliary data (we will review the precise defini-
tion in section 2.7). A rich source of crystals comes from actual representations: given an
integrable representation in the BGG category O or a Verma module, we can canonically
extract a crystal using Kashiwara’s method of crystal bases.
Let us give labels to two crystals that will be of interest to us. Using crystal bases, define
B(λ) to be the crystal associated to the irreducible representation V (λ) of highest weight
λ, and define B(∞) to be the crystal associated to the Vermamodule of highest weight zero
(equivalently, the negative part of the universal enveloping algebra). By general theory of
crystals, there is a recipe for recovering the variousB(λ) crystals from the crystalB(∞), and
vice versa. Because of this equivalence, we will focus on theB(∞) crystal in our discussion.
An interesting problem is to find algebraic, geometric, and combinatorial realizations
of the crystal B(∞). In the next subsection, we will review an algebraic realization of the
crystal coming fromLusztig’s canonical basis. In the subsequent subsection,wewill review
a geometric realization of the crystal coming from MV cycles in the affine Grassmannian.
In the course of the discussion, we will explain how both realizations give rise to the same
combinatorial realization of the B(∞) crystal via MV polytopes.
1.2. Lusztig’s CanonicalBasis. Oneparticularly nice realization of theB(∞) crystal comes
from Lusztig’s canonical basis [Lus2], which is a basis in the negative part of the quantum
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group enjoyingmanynice properties. When g is finite type, there is a natural parameteriza-
tion of the canonical basis coming from the various Poincaré-Birkhoff-Witt (PBW) bases.
An interesting question is to study the combinatorics that records how to pass between
the various parameterizations of the canonical basis coming from the various PBW bases.
Lusztig gave an explicit answer in simply-laced cases [Lus3]. Berenstein and Zelevinsky
[BZ] gave an answer in all types. In addition, they indicate how the reparameterization
data can be arranged into a combinatorial gadget called an MV polytope (we will explain
this name, due to Kamnitzer, in the next subsection). In particular, they produce a bijec-
tion between the canonical basis and the set ofMVpolytopes. Finally, they give a combina-
torial description of the crystal structure using only the data coming fromMV polytopes.
1.3. MVCycles in the Finite Dimensional Case. LetG be a complex reductive group. The
geometric Satake equivalence of Lusztig [Lus1], Beilinson-Drinfeld [BD], Ginzburg [Ginz],
and Mirkovic-Vilonen [MV] relates the geometry of the affine Grassmannian with the rep-
resentation theory of the dual groupG∨. The most recent proof, due to Mirkovic´-Vilonen,
provided even finer information; they gave an explicit basis for each irreducible represen-
tation of G∨ indexed by certain irreducible subvarieties of the affine Grassmannian of G .
These irreducible subvarieties are calledMirkovic´-Vilonen (MV) cycles, and they are highly
structured.
Remark. MV cycles come in two flavors: there are those that correspond to basis vectors in
irreducible representations, and there are those that correspond to basis vectors in Verma
modules. In this paper we will focus almost exclusively onMV cycles corresponding to ba-
sis vectors in Vermamodules. Unless we specify otherwise, we will mean this latter variety
when we write “MV cycles”.
Let us highlight some key results in the theory of MV cycles, which will be relevant to our
later discussion:
• Braverman, Finkelberg, and Gaitsgory [BravGait, BFG] proved that the MV cycles
corresponding to basis vectors in irreducible representations carry a natural crys-
tal structure for the dual Lie algebra. More specifically, corresponding to each ir-
reducible representation V (λ) of G∨ with highest weight λ, they endow the set of
MV cycles corresponding to V (λ) with the structure of the crystal B(λ).
As we discussed earlier, there is a natural way to extract a B(∞) crystal given a
suitable family of crystals {B(λ)}. The geometric counterpart is exactly the process
of passing fromMV cycles corresponding to irreducible representations to MV cy-
cles corresponding to Vermamodules.
• Kamnitzer [Kam1], following initial work of Anderson [And], studied MV cycles
via their moment polytopes, which he calls MV polytopes. In particular, he gave
an explicit combinatorial description of all MV polytopes. He discovered that MV
polytopes are precisely the polytopes considered by Berenstein and Zelevinsky in
their study of the canonical basis (hence the anachronistic name of the previous
section). As a result, he obtained a natural bijection between MV cycles and the
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canonical basis using MV polytopes as an intermediary. Consequentially, the set
of MV polytopes acquire two crystal structures: one arises from the Braverman-
Finkelberg-Gaitsgory crystal structure on MV cycles, and the other comes from
the crystal structure on Lusztig’s canonical basis. In [Kam2], Kamnitzer proved
that these two crystal structures in fact agree.
• Baumann andGaussent in [BauGau] gave explicit formulas for the crystal structure
onMV cycles. They gave a recipe to construct a MV cycle from its crystal-theoretic
string parameterization. They were able to reproduce many of Kamnitzer’s results
using their formula, and they compared the crystal structure on MV cycles with
that coming from the theory of LS galleries.
• Hong in [Hong] investigated how MV cycles and MV polytopes behave when you
pass from G to Gσ, the fixed point group of a Dynkin diagram automorphism.
He noted that the Dynkin diagram automorphism also acts on MV cycles and MV
polytopes,Heproves thatMVcycles andMVpolytopes forGσ are canonically iden-
tified with those ofG that are fixed under the diagram automorphism.
1.4. MV Cycles in the Affine Case. Let us consider a general Kac-Moody group G . In this
generality, there is currently no way to speak of the affine Grassmannian as a geometric
object, and there is no geometric Satake equivalence. However, because the representation
theory of a general Kac-Moody group is formally very similar to that of a finite-dimensional
reductive group, it is natural to expect that someof the geometric theory should generalize.
Indeed, we can define a substitute for MV cycles using spaces of maps from the pro-
jective line into flag schemes (we will call them map spaces from now onward). When G
is finite-dimensional reductive group, we have an isomorphism between MV cycles and
irreducible components of certain map spaces [FM]. So for many purposes, it suffices to
study the map spaces. The main benefit of the map spaces is that they can be defined for
any symmetrizable Kac-Moody group.
Thus the starting point for our discussion is replacing MV cycles with their map space
analogues. Unfortunately, unlessG is finite dimensional or of untwisted affine type, there
is little that we can say about the map space analogues of MV cycles.
In this untwisted affine case, let us call the map space analogues of MV cycles double
MV cycles. Braverman-Finkelberg-Gaitsgory [BFG] proved that doubleMVcycles are finite-
dimensional schemes. They proved that all double MV cycles of a given weight have the
same dimension, and they compute that dimension to be exactly the number predicted
from the study of ordinary MV cycles. With this computation, they were able to define a
crystal structure on the set of doubleMVcycles in away completely analogous to their con-
struction whenG is finite dimensional. Moreover, they are able to prove that the resulting
crystal is the B(∞) crystal for the dual Lie algebra.
We should mention at this point that Nakajima has a construction of MV cycles in the
untwisted affine type A case [Nak] via quiver varieties. His construction is the analogue of
MV cycles corresponding to basis vectors in irreducible representations (in contrast to the
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Braverman-Finkelberg-Gaitsgory construction, which is the analogue of MV cycles corre-
sponding to basis vectors in Vermamodules).
1.5. The Naito-Sagaki-Saito Crystal. It is natural to ask what are the analogues of MV
polytopes in the general Kac-Moody case. In the affine case, there is still the notion of
Lusztig’s canonical basis. However, the notion of a PBW parameterization is much more
complicated because of the appearance of imaginary roots [BCP, BN], and the correspond-
ing combinatorics is still unsolved.
In the case of ŝln , Naito, Sagaki, and Saito [NSS] develop an approach to MV polytopes
as follows. Consider the Dynkin diagram A∞, which is the type-A Dynkin diagram with
nodes extending infinitely in both directions. They develop a reasonable candidate for A∞
MV polytopes, which they call A∞-Berenstein-Zelevinsky (BZ) data. They do this by notic-
ing that the Dynkin diagram A∞ behaves in many ways like a finite type Dynkin diagram.
In particular, all its finite subdiagrams are finite-type Dynkin diagrams. Using this obser-
vation, they are able to generalize the combinatorial characterization of MV polytopes in
the finite-type case to the case of A∞.
They then observe that the Dynkin diagram for ŝln is obtained by “folding” the Dynkin
diagram A∞ by an automorphism; namely, the automorphism is given by shifting the
nodes of A∞ right by n positions. This automorphism also acts naturally on the set of
A∞-BZ data. Naito-Sagaki-Saito then consider the set of all A∞-BZ data fixed by this au-
tomorphism, and define crystal operators on this set in a natural way. Passing to a subset,
they construct a crystal for ŝln , which they prove is isomorphic to the B(∞)-crystal when
n > 2. They call the resulting crystal the set of “affine Berenstein-Zelevinsky data”. In this
paper, we will refer to their construction as the Naito-Sagaki-Saito (NSS) crystal. Their
methods are purely combinatorial, relying crucially on a result of Stembridge that charac-
terizes the B(∞)-crystal in the simply-laced affine case. In particular, they do not apply
when n = 2.
It is worth noting that the result of their construction is very similar in flavor to the re-
sults of [Hong] that describe how finite-typeMV polytopes behave under Dynkin diagram
automorphisms.
1.6. Main Results. The first result of this paper is a generalization of the crystal operator
formula of Baumann-Gaussent [BauGau] to the case of double MV cycles. This formula is
valid in all untwisted affine cases. We hope that it will be useful for further investigations
of doubleMV cycles.
The second result of this paper is an application of this formula to the case of type Adou-
ble MV cycles. Here we show that we can extract the Naito-Sagaki-Saito crystal structure
from double MV cycles using the action of the Kac-Moody group ŜLn on Fermionic Fock
space. This gives rise to an explicit isomorphism of crystals between the set of double MV
cycles and the Naito-Sagaki-Saito crystal. Using this isomorphism, we offer an indepen-
dent proof of the fact that the Naito-Sagaki-Saito crystal structure gives rise to the B(∞)
crystal. Furthermore, our proof includes the case of n = 2, which is new.
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1.7. HeuristicMotivation. Aswementioned before,Naito-Sagaki-Saito’s construction gives
a combinatorial generalization of the work of Hong [Hong] describing how MV polytopes
behave under diagram automorphism. Our result is a partial geometric generalization of
his work.
Kamnitzer proved [Kam1] thatMV cycles are determinedby computing valuationswhen
acting on extremal weight vectors of fundamental representations of G . Let us denote byGL∞ the Kac-Moody group corresponding to the Dynkin diagram A∞. Since Fermionic
Fock space is the direct sum of all fundamental representations of GL∞, it is natural to
expect that computing valuations on this representation should determine MV cycles for
this group. Via the embedding ĜLn ⊂ GL∞ coming from fixed points of the diagram au-
tomorphism, following Hong, we should expect that MV cycles of ĜLn should be the fixed
points for MV cycles of GL∞ (this includes the case of MV cycles for ŜLn , which should be
a subset of those for ĜLn). In particular, they should be determined by computing valua-
tions on Fermionic Fock space. Unfortunately, we have no good candidate for MV cycles
for GL∞, so this argument is only heuristic. However, in this paper we do prove that MV
cycles for ŜLn are determined by computing valuations on Fermionic Fock space, and that
these valuations give rise to the Naito-Sagaki-Saito crystal structure. This is exactly what
we should expect fromHong’s results in the finite-dimensional case.
1.8. Remarks onOpen Problems. An open problem is to understand doubleMV cycles in
all types. In particular,wewould like to construct an analogue ofMVpolytopes for all affine
types, i.e. we would like to extract from each doubleMV cycle a combinatorial gadget such
that the crystal structure on double MV cycles corresponds to a combinatorial-defined
crystal structure on the combinatorial gadgets. An even more ambitious goal would be to
connect any analogue of MV polytopes to the PBW parameterization of the affine canoni-
cal basis explained in [BCP, BN].
If we follow Kamnitzer’s results in the case of a finite-dimensional group, we should ex-
pect that double MV cycles for an affine Kac-Moody group G should be determined by
computing valuations when acting on extremal weight vectors of fundamental represen-
tations of G . However, this is not the case, even for ŜL2. For ŜL2, explicit computations
indicate that only partial information is obtained by computing valuations on extremal
weight vectors. That partial information seems to correspond to the “real part” of the PBW
parameterization of the affine canonical basis. The missing part has to do with imaginary
roots, and it is currently unclear how to recover this part using doubleMV cycles.
We should remark that the results of this paper in the case of ŜLn show that although
computing valuations on extremal weight vectors of fundamental representations do not
suffice to determineMV cycles, it does suffice to compute valuations on a larger set of vec-
tors in fundamental representations. This is true because the action of ŜLn on Fermionic
Fock space decomposes as a direct sumof copies of fundamental representations. An open
question is to see if the analogue of this statement is true in all types, i.e. are double MV
cycles in all types determined by computing valuations on some set of vectors in funda-
mental representations? Based on our results in type A, we expect the answer to be yes.
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We hope that the results of this paper can come to bear on this problem in two different
ways. First, our explicit formula for the crystal structure on doubleMV cycles applies in all
untwisted affine types. We expect it to be useful when proving results about combinato-
rial data related to double MV cycles. Indeed, it is precisely the tool we used to prove the
connection to the NSS crystal.
Second, we can try to apply our understanding of the connection between double MV
cycles and the NSS crystal to the PBW parameterization of the canonical basis. In prin-
ciple, we have a bijection between the NSS crystal and the set of PBW parameterization
data coming from transporting the crystal structure. Understanding this bijection explic-
itly should be an algebraic/combinatorial problem. If we can understand this bijection,
we can compose it with our know bijection between doubleMV cycles and theNSS crystal.
The result would be an explicit bijection between double MV cycles and PBW parameter-
ization data. As we mentioned before, our explicit computations for ŜL2 seem to indicate
how this bijection will work for the “real part” of PBW parameterization data.
Another open problem is to write double MV cycles of a given weight as a disjoint de-
composition of locally closed subsets. Kamnitzer accomplishes this in the case of a finite-
dimensional group [Kam1] after choosing a reduced decomposition for the longest ele-
ment of the Weyl group. This choice of reduced decomposition corresponds exactly to
the choice needed to construct the PBW basis. In the affine case, an analagous choice is
needed to construct the PBW basis [BCP, BN]. We hope that a construction of MV poly-
topes in the affine case, along with a bijection to the PBW parameterization of the canon-
ical basis, will lead to a generalization of Kamnitzer’s disjoint decomposition. Using such
a decomposition, one could count finite-field-valued points in double MV cycles. Such a
computation could lead to an alternate proof of the affine Gindikin-Karpelevich formula
(c.f. [BFK]) and perhaps explain its mysterious form.
1.9. Organization of the Paper. In the second section, we review the definition of MV
cycles, and we review the theory of quasimaps spaces. In the third section, we recall
the Braverman-Finkelberg-Gaitsgory crystal structure. We prove a direct generalization
of Baumann-Gaussents explicit formula for the crystal structure to the affine case.
For the remainder of the paper, we focus on the type-A affine case. In section four, we
review the Fermionic Fock space and recall explicit formulas for the action of ŝln on this
vector space. In section five, we rephrase theNaito-Sagaki-Saito crystal structure using the
language of Maya diagrams. In section six, we show how this crystal structure arises from
the action of ŜLn on Fermionic Fock space. We prove that this construction gives rise to an
isomorphism of crystals between the set of double MV cycles and the Naito-Sagaki-Saito
crystal. Using this isomorphism, we reprove that the Naito-Sagaki-Saito crystal structure
is the B(∞)-crystal.
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2. PRELIMINARY NOTIONS
2.1. Terminology. We will work with schemes and ind-schemes over the complex num-
bers. For us, a subvariety V of a scheme S will mean a locally closed subset of S with the
reduced scheme structure. In particular, a dense subvariety will always be an open subset
of the original variety.
2.2. Kac-Moody Lie Algebras. Webriefly review the theory of Kac-Moody Lie algebras (c.f.
[HongKang]). Let us fix a generalized Cartan matrix A, and let I denote the set of nodes of
the corresponding Dynkin diagram. We can form the associated Kac-Moody Lie algebra
g. From A we can canonically identify two dual lattices: the weight lattice X ∗ (A) and the
coweight lattice X∗ (A). We also have a set of simple coroots {αi }⊂ X∗ (A) and simple roots
{αˇi }⊂ X ∗ (A). Let Λ⊂ X∗ (A) be the integral span of the simple coroots, and let Λ+ ⊂Λ be
the positive-integral span of the simple coroots.
The Lie algebra g is equipped with a natural triangular decomposition g = n−⊕ t⊕n+,
where t is the Cartan subalgebra, and n+ (resp. n−) is the direct sum of the positive (resp.
negative) root spaces. As usual, n+ is generated as a Lie algebra by the Chevalley generators
{Ei }i∈I . Similarly, we have Chevalley generators {Fi }i∈I for n−.
We can also form the formal Kac-Moody Lie algebra g by completing n+ with respect
to the root grading. Explicitly, g = n−⊕ t⊕n+, where n+ is the direct product of the pos-
itive root spaces. From now onward, we will suppress the over-bars and write g and n+
when discussing both the minimal and formal Kac-Moody algebras. This will simplify the
discussion by allowing uniform notation.
2.3. The Dual Lie Algebra. If g is the Kac-Moody Lie algebra corresponding to a gen-
eralized Cartan matrix A, then we define the dual Lie algebra g∨ to be the Kac-Moody
Lie algebra corresponding to transpose generalized Cartan matrix AT . We remark that
X ∗
(
AT
)
= X∗ (A) and X∗
(
AT
)
= X ∗ (A), i.e., the coweight and weight lattices are swapped
from those of A. For much of this paper, we will focus on the case g = ŝln , the untwisted
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affinization of sln . In this case, the generalizedCartanmatrix is symmetric, andwe see that
ŝln is self-dual.
2.4. Kac-MoodyGroups. Wewill writeG for the “simply connected” group corresponding
to a minimal or formal Kac-Moody Lie algebra (c.f. [Kum]); we will refer toG as either the
minimal or formal Kac-Moody group. LetN−, T andN+ be the subgroups corresponding to
n− , t and n+ respectively. Let B+ andB− be the subgroups corresponding to b− = n−⊕t and
b+ = t⊕n+ respectively. If we fix J ⊂ I , we can form the corresponding positive parabolic
subalgebra pJ+ by adjoining to b+ all the negative root spaces corresponding the nodes in J
and taking Lie subalgebra they jointly generate. Let P J+ be the corresponding subgroup of
G . Denote byM J the corresponding Levi factor.
Remark. In general, G will have the structure of a group ind-scheme. When A is a finite-
type Cartanmatrix,G will be a finite dimensional complex reductive group. Furthermore,
in the finite-type case, there is no difference between minimal and formal versions of Lie
algebra and group.
2.5. The Affine Grassmannian. Let O = C[[t ]] be the ring of formal Taylor series in one
variable, and let K = C((t )) be the field of formal Laurent series in one variable. Let
C[t−1]+k =
{
ak t−k +·· ·a1t−1|ai ∈C
}
, which we view as a subset of K .
For any group ind-scheme K (e.g. any of the groups we have defined above), we define
the affine Grassmannian G rK = K (K )/K (O ). In general, we can give G rK the structure
of a set. However, when K is a finite-dimensional algebraic group, G rK can be naturally
viewed as the C-points of an ind-scheme of ind-finite type. In particular, when K =G is a
finite-type Kac-Moody group, we can speak of G rG as a geometric object. Unfortunately,
for general Kac-Moody G we do not currently have a good way of working with G rG as a
geometric object. However, for the purposes of this paper we don’t need the entire affine
Grassmannian. Rather we only need certain subvarieties of G rG called Mirkovic´-Vilonen
(MV) cycles. Fortunately, when G is of untwisted affine type, we have a good geometric
substitute for MV cycles coming from the theory of quasimap spaces.
2.6. MVCycles andQuasimap Spaces. Let us fix a Kac-Moody groupG . To discussMV cy-
cles, weneed to define certain subsets ofG rG . Wehave a subsetT (K )/T (O )⊂G(K )/G(O ),
which is canonically identified with the coweight lattice X∗(A) =Hom(T,Gm). Let us de-
note tλ the point ofG rG corresponding to the coweight λ. Consider the subgroupsN+(K )
and N−(K ). We denote the positive semi-infinite cells to be the orbits of coweight lattice
under N+(K ), i.e.,
Sλ =N+(K ) · t
λ
Similarly, we define the negative semi-infinite cells to be the orbits of the coweight lattice
under N−(K ).
T λ =N−(K ) · t
λ
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It is easy to see that the Sλ∩ Sγ = ; and T λ∩T γ = ; for λ 6= γ. Let us for a moment
consider only finite-type G . In this case, these sets have the structure of ind-schemes of
infinite dimension and infinite codimension in the affine Grassmannian. However, for
all γ,λ, the intersection Sγ ∩ T λ is a finite dimensional algebraic variety. Moreover the
intersection Sγ∩T λ = ; unless γ−λ ∈ Λ+. In this case, we can identify the irreducible
components of Sγ∩T λwith a basis in theλ-weight space of the Vermamodulewith highest
weight γ [FFKM]. We call these irreducible componentsMV cycles.
However, whenG is not finite type we cannot directly give these intersections the struc-
ture of an algebraic variety. However, we have a substitute in the form of quasimap spaces.
Let us now consider only the case when G is a formal Kac-Moody groups. Associated toG
is the Kashiwara flag scheme B, which we can think of as the quotient G/B−. When G is
finite type, this is just the flag variety of G . For generalG , B still retains many of the geo-
metric features of the finite dimensional flag variety. In particular, it has a Schubert cell
decomposition. LetU ⊂B denote the unique open Schubert cell, i.e. the “big cell". More-
over, as in the finite dimensional case the second homology ofB is naturally in bijection
with Λ. In particular, any algebraic map φ : C →B from an algebraic curve into B has a
well-defined degree, whichwe view as an element ofΛ+. Let us fixλ ∈Λ+, and consider the
following space (i.e. functor of points)
◦
Fλ, defined in [BFG], that classifiesmapsφ :P1→B
satisfying the following conditions:
• deg
(
φ
)
=λ
• φ
(
P
1−0
)
⊂U
• φ (∞)= 1B (the unit point inB)
WhenG is finite type, we have an isomorphism
◦
Fλ ≃ S0∩T−λ [FM]. In particular,
◦
Fλ is a
finite-dimensional scheme. When G is of untwisted affine type, the authors of [BFG] give
a proof that
◦
Fλ is a finite-type, finite-dimensional scheme. Moreover, they prove that it is
equidimensional, and they explicitly compute its dimension.
For general type, we always have the following set theoretic bijection [BFK, Theorem
2.7]:
◦
Fλ (C)≃ S0∩T−λ(1)
We will give details of this bijection in section 3.2.
Let L =
⊔
λ≤0 Irr
(
◦
Fλ
)
denote the set of generalized MV cycles. When G is finite type,
this corresponds exactly with our original notion of MV cycles. In the untwisted affine
case, we call elements of Irr
(
◦
Fλ
)
doubleMV cycles (because they should be isomorphic to
the analogs of MV cycles in the yet-to-be-defined double affine Grassmannian).
The spaces
◦
Fλ have a natural closure Fλ called the quasimap closure. The closures Fλ
are defined in [BFG]. The exact definitionwill notmatter for this paper as we will use them
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as an auxiliary tool to study the spaces
◦
Fλ. In particular, we will use the fact that we have
a canonical identificationL =
⊔
λ≤0 Irr
(
Fλ
)
given by sending an irreducible component of
◦
Fλ to its closure in Fλ.
2.7. Review of Crystals. We will recall the definition of crystals. For later convenience, we
will recall the definition of a crystal for the Lie algebra g∨ dual to a given Kac-Moody Lie
algebra g (c.f. [BravGait]). A g∨-crystal is a set B along with the following data:
• A weight function wt :B→ X ∗(A)
• For each i ∈ I , crystal operators ei , fi :B→B⊔ {0}
• For each i ∈ I , i-string functions εi ,φi :B→Z
This data should satisfy the following axioms:
i) For all b ∈B, φi (b)= εi (b)+〈wt(b) ,αi 〉
ii) Let b ∈B. If ei (b) 6= 0 for some i , then
wt(ei (b))=wt(b)+ αˇi ,εi (ei (b))= εi (b)−1,ϕi (ei (b))=ϕi (b)+1
iii) Similarly, if fi (b) 6= 0 for some i , then
wt
(
fi (b)
)
=wt(b)− αˇi ,εi
(
fi (b)
)
= εi (b)+1,ϕi
(
fi (b)
)
=ϕi (b)−1
iv) If b,b′ ∈B, then we have b′ = ei (b) if and only if b= fi
(
b′
)
.
As we mentioned in the introduction, to every representation of g∨ in the BGG category
O we can canonically identify a g∨-crystal (c.f. [HongKang]). We define the B(∞) crystal to
be the crystal associated to the Vermamodule with highest weight zero.
3. THE BRAVERMAN-FINKELBERG-GAITSGORY CRYSTAL STRUCTURE
When G is finite-type or an untwisted (formal) affine Kac-Moody group, we have the
following theorem [BFG] :
Theorem 1. The setL has the structure of the B(∞) crystal for the dual Lie algebra g∨.
In fact, Braverman-Finkelberg-Gaitsgory define a pair of crystal structures (e˜i, f˜i ,εi ,φi ,wt)
and (e˜∗i , f˜
∗
i ,ε
∗
i ,φ
∗
i ,wt) on the set L that give it the structure of the B(∞) crystal in two dif-
ferent ways. In this paper, we will concern ourselves exclusively with the second crystal
structure. To reduce clutter we will drop the stars and the tildes, and write (ei , fi ,εi ,φi ,wt)
for what is denoted in [BFG] as (e˜∗i , f˜
∗
i ,ε
∗
i ,φ
∗
i ,wt).
In this section, we will recall the definition of the BFG crystal structure and give explicit
formulas for the crystal operators, directly generalizing a finite-dimensional result of Bau-
mann and Gaussent.
When G is finite type, G rG has a geometric structure, and we have the isomorphism
of varieties
◦
Fλ
∼
→ S0∩T λ. In section 13 of [BFG], the crystal structure is defined purely
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in the language of the affine Grassmannian. When G is not finite type, we only have the
quasimaps spaces, and section 14 of [BFG] is a translation of the construction in the pre-
vious section to the language of quasimaps spaces. Thus sections 13 and 14 provide a
dictionary between the affine Grassmannian and the quasimaps spaces for the purposes
of the BFG crystal structure.
When G is finite type, Baumann and Gaussent give a explicit algebraic formula for the
crystal structure on MV cycles. Let us note that in Baumann-Gaussent’s work, MV cycles
are defined to be irreducible components of the closure S0∩T ν. Because Irr
(
S0∩T ν
)
=
Irr
(
S0∩T ν
)
, we can easily translate their results to our match our convention. To be un-
ambiguous, we will call irreducible components of S0∩T ν closed MV cycles. Baumann
and Gaussent’s result allow us to compute the BFG crystal operator explicitly in terms of
multiplication by Chevalley subgroups.
Theorem 2. [BauGau] Fix i ∈ I . Let Z be a closed MV cycle. Let Z ′ = f ki (Z ) be the result of
applying the fi operator k times to Z (so that Z ′ is the corresponding closedMV cycle). Then
there exist dense locally closed subvarieties Z˙ ⊂ Z and Z˙ ′ ⊂ Z ′ such that the following holds:
The map f : C[t−1]+k × Z˙ → Z˙
′ given by f (p,z) = xi
(
ptφi (Z )
)
z is well-defined and is a
homeomorphism.
Here, xi : K → N+(K ) is the one-parameter Chevalley subgroup corresponding to the
simple coroot αi , and the multiplication is the natural action of N+(K ) on the affine Grass-
mannian G rG .
Remark. Baumann-Gaussent originally phrase their result in terms of the B(−∞)-crystal.
We have performed the obvious modification to rephrase their result for the B(∞)-crystal.
Also their theorem gives finer information than what we have given above. In particular,
the subvarieties Z˙ ⊂ Z and Z˙ ′ ⊂ Z ′ have very explicit descriptions, which will become clear
when we prove the generalization to the affine case.
The goal of this section is to prove an analog of this result for double MV cycles. The
proof will mostly follow the original proof of Baumann-Gaussent. However, their proof
is written in the language of the affine Grassmannian, and we need to translate it to the
language of quasimap spaces. Fortunately, sections 13 and 14 of [BFG] provide a sufficient
dictionary.
3.1. Recalling the BFG Construction. We will assume familiarity with the notation and
constructions of [BFG]. Fix a node i ∈ I . Let P = P {i } be the corresponding positive sub-
minimal parabolic subgroup of G , and let M = M {i } be the corresponding rank one Levi
factor. Let B±(M) be the induced positive and negative Borel subgroups of M , and let
N±(M) be the corresponding unipotent radicals. Let us fix µ ∈ Λ. The authors construct
an ind-scheme S
µ
g,b,pi
with a natural action by the group N+(M)(K ) [BFG, Section 14.8].
The exact definition will not be relevant for this subsection, so we will delay discussing the
details of the definition to the next subsection.
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Furthermore, the authors construct a fiber bundle rµ : S
µ
g,b,pi
→ G rµB(M). This map rµ
is equivariant for an action of the group N+(M)(K ). Since M is rank 1, we have an iso-
morphism xi : K
∼
→ N+(M)(K ) given by the one parameter subgroup corresponding to
exponentiating the unique positive root space.
In summary we have the following diagram where the horizontal arrows are the action
via xi :
K ×S
µ
g,b,pi
S
µ
g,b,pi
K ×GrµB(M) Gr
µ
B(M)
//

rµ

rµ
//(2)
Because of the group K is connected and acts transitively on the base, we can canon-
ically identify the irreducible components of any two fibers using the group action. In
fact, if X ⊂G rµB(M) is any irreducible subvariety, we can canonically identify the irreducible
components of r−1µ (X ) with the irreducible components of any fiber using the group ac-
tion.
In particular, let λ ∈ Λ+, and let D = G rµB(M) ∩Gr
λ
B−(M)
. Because M is rank one, D is
irreducible. Define S
µ,≤λ
g,b,pi
= r−1µ (D). By the discussion in [BFG], we can identifyS
µ,≤λ
g,b,pi
with
a locally closed subset of Fλ. Moreover, these subsets are disjoint for different choices of µ,
and we have the following decomposition:
Fλ =
⊔
µ
S
µ,≤λ
g,b,pi
If we denote by Irrtop
(
S
µ,≤λ
g,b,pi
)
the set of irreducible components ofS
µ,≤λ
g,b,pi
whose dimension
is the same as that of Fλ, then we have the following decomposition:
Irr
(
Fλ
)
=
⊔
µ
Irrtop
(
S
µ,≤λ
g,b,pi
)
And in particular, we can write
L =
⊔
λ
⊔
µ
Irrtop
(
S
µ,≤λ
g,b,pi
)
Using this decomposition, we can define the [BFG] crystal structure as follows.
Definition3. Let i ∈ I , and let Z ∈L be a doubleMVcycle. Thenwedefine fi (Z ) as follows.
By the above discussion, Z ∈ Irrtop
(
S
µ,≤λ
g,b,pi
)
for a unique pair µ and λ. By the discussion
about irreducible components of fibers of rµ, we have a canonical bijection Irrtop
(
S
µ,≤λ
g,b,pi
)
∼=
Irrtop
(
S
µ,≤λ−αi
g,b,pi
)
. Define fi (Z ) to be the image of Z under this bijection.
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The operator ei is defined to be the standard partial inverse of fi , i.e. ei (Z )= Z ′ if there
exists some (necessarily unique) Z ′ such that Z = fi (Z ′). Otherwise ei (Z )= 0. The auxiliary
data of ǫi ,φi ,wt is obviously defined.
With this definition, we can state the following theorem.
Theorem 4. [BFG] The setL ∪ {0}with the operators defined above form a B(∞) crystal for
the dual Lie algebra g∨.
Moreover, we can now state and prove the following theorem, which is a natural gener-
alization of Theorem 2.
Theorem 5. Generalization of the Baumann-Gaussent Formula Fix i ∈ I . Let Z be a irre-
ducible component ofFλ, and let Z ′ = f ki (Z ) be the result of applying the fi operator k times
to Z . By the above discussion, we can identify Z with a irreducible component ofSµ,≤λ
g,b,pi
for a
unique µ. Let Z˙ = Z ∩Sµ,≤λ
g,b,pi
, let Z˙ ′ = Z ′∩Sµ,≤λ−kαi
g,b,pi
. Thenwe can define the following map,
which is a homeomorphism:
f :C[t−1]+k × Z˙ → Z˙
′, given by f (p,z)= xi (ptφi (Z )) ·z, where · denotes the restriction of the
action defined above.
Proof. This proof proceeds in direct parallel to the proof of [BauGau, Proposition 14]. Let
D =G rµB(M)∩G r
λ
B−(M)
, andD ′ =G rµB(M)∩G r
λ−kαi
B−(M)
Note that becauseM has rank one, bothD andD ′ are irreducible.
Using an explicit rank-one calculation in Baumann-Gaussent, [BauGau, Propositions
8], we can conclude that the map g : C[t−1]+k ×D→D
′ given by g (p,d)= xi (pt
φ
i (Z )) · z is a
homeomorphism. Restricting diagram (2) to g , we get the following commutative diagram:
C[t−1]+k ×S
µ,≤λ
g,b,pi
S
µ,≤λ−kαi
g,b,pi
C[t−1]+k ×D D
′
//
f

rµ

rµ
//
g
Notice that this square is Cartesian and that themap rµ is faithfully flat. Because themap
g is a homeomorphism, and because the property of being a homeomorphism is preserved
under flat base change[EGA4, Proposition 2.6.2], we conclude the map f is also a home-
omorphism. But the map f is precisely how we identify Irrtop
(
S
µ,≤λ
g,b,pi
)
∼
→ Irrtop
(
S
µ,≤λ−αi
g,b,pi
)
when defining the crystal structure. So we conclude that the restrictedmap
f :C[t−1]+k × Z˙ → Z˙
′
is well-defined and a homeomorphism. 
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3.2. The bijection
◦
Fλ (C)≃ S0∩T−λ.
In this section we will explain in detail how the bijection
◦
Fλ (C)≃ S0∩T−λ works. In ad-
dition,wewill prove a certain equivariance property that will be required for the remainder
of the paper. This section will require manipulations of various moduli spaces from [BFG]
that will not appear later in the paper. We will freely use results from this paper, giving
precise citations when we do.
Recall that
◦
Fλ is defined as themoduli space of mapsφ :P1→B satisfying the following
conditions:
• deg
(
φ
)
=λ
• φ
(
P
1−0
)
⊂U
• φ (∞)= 1B (the unit point inB)
Here B is the Kashiwara flag scheme, and U is the open Schubert cell. By the Bruhat
decompostion, we have a canonical bijection U ≃ N , where N is the positive unipotent
part of our formal Kac-Moody groupG .
Thus we have the following sequence of morphisms:
◦
Fλ→ Maps(P1−0,N )→ Maps(Spec K ,N )
Here the first map is given by restriction of a map φ : P1→B to a map P1−0→U ≃ N ,
and the secondmap is given by restriction to the formal punctured disk around 0 in P1−0,
which we identify with Spec K . Note that the we consider the second two spaces only
as moduli functors and do not concern ourselves with issues of representability of these
functors.
Passing toC-points,we get amap
◦
Fλ (C)→N (K ). Composingwith the quotientN (K )→
N (K )/N (O ) ≃ S0, we get a map
◦
Fλ (C) → S0. We have the following theorem, due to
Braverman-Finkelberg-Kazhdan
Theorem6. [BFK, Theorem 2.7] The image of themap
◦
Fλ (C)→ S0 is contained in S0∩T−λ,
and the resultingmap
◦
Fλ (C)→ S0∩T−λ is a bijection.
For the remainder of this subsection, we will discuss how this bijection interacts with
the formula from Theorem 5. In particular, we will be able to compute the crystal stucture
on the C-points of double MV cycles without having to explicitly mention the intricate
geometry involved.
Recall theN+(M)(K )-equivariant fiber bundle rµ :S
µ
g,b,pi
→G rµB(M) used in defining the
crystal structure on double MV cycles. Let
◦
D =G rµB(M)∩Gr
λ
B−(M)
. Define S
µ,λ
g,b,pi
= r−1µ
(
◦
D
)
.
Then we have the following decomposition into locally closed subsets (c.f the proof of
[BFG, Proposition 15.2]):
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◦
Fλ =
⊔
µ
S
µ,λ
g,b,pi
Taking the union over all λ, we have
⊔
λ
◦
Fλ =
⊔
λ
⊔
µ
S
µ,λ
g,b,pi
=
⊔
µ
S
µ
g,b,pi
Passing to C-points and using the Braverman-Finkelberg-Kazhdan bijection, we have a
bijection
⊔
λS
0∩T−λ =
⊔
µS
µ
g,b,pi
(C).
Notice that
⊔
λS
0∩T−λ is strictly smaller than S0. In the terminology of [BFK, Lemma
2.5], it is precisely the image of “good" elements of N (K ) inside of of S0. However, it is
easy to see that
⊔
λS
0∩T−λ is stable under the action of N+(M)(K ) (essentially because
N+(M)(K ) preserves the “good" elements ofG(K )).
Thuswehave a bijection
⊔
λS
0∩T−λ =
⊔
µS
µ
g,b,pi
and actions ofN+(M)(K ) on both sides
of this bijection. We can now state the following proposition.
Proposition 7. The bijection of sets
⊔
λS
0∩T−λ→
⊔
µS
µ
g,b,pi
is N+(M)(K )-equivariant.
Proof. The proof requires nothing more than unwinding the various lengthy definitions
made in [BFG].
First, we will need to use an alternate characterization of
◦
Fλ as a closed subscheme of
a Zastava space. Let A1 ⊂ P1 be the complement of ∞ inside P1. Let λ ∈ Λ+. Then the
Zastava space Z λ(A1) is the moduli of triples (Dθ,FN ,κ) where Dθ is a “colored divisor"
of degree λ (c.f. [BFG, Section 2.3]), FN is an N bundle on P1, and κ is a “Plücker da-
tum", which together satisfy a list of conditions detailed in [BFG, Section 2.12] (the exact
conditions are not relevant for our discussion).
Of primary importance to us, is the open subscheme
◦
Z
λ(A1) ⊂ Z λ(A1), correspond-
ing to the condition that the Plücker datum κ consist of injective bundle maps. By [BFG,
Proposition 2.21] the closed subscheme of
◦
Z
λ(A1) consisting of those triples (Dθ,FN ,κ)
where Dθ is supported at 0 is naturally isomorphic to
◦
Fλ. Hence, for the remainder of this
subsection, we will use this Zastava definition to work with
◦
Fλ
From the Zastava perspective, we can also reinterpret the bijection
◦
Fλ (C)≃ S0∩T−λ. By
[BFG, Lemma 2.13], the N-bundle FN is canonically trivialized away from 0. Restricting to
the formal disk around 0, we get a N bundle on a formal disk trivialized on the punctured
disk, which gives us a point of N (K )/N (O ). Thus we see that the action of N+(M)(K )
on
⊔
λ
◦
Fλ(C) corresponds to changing the trivialization of the N bundle FN in a formal
punctured disk centered at 0.
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Let us now shift attention to the action of N+(M)(K ) on S
µ
g,b,pi
. The space S
µ
g,b,pi
is
defined to be the moduli space of the following data:
• A B-bundle FB on A1, such that the induced T -bundle F0T is trivialized, (in partic-
ular, the B bundle has a canonical reduction to N , which we call FN )
• AnM-bundle FM onA1,
• Regular bundlemaps V νˇ
FB
→U νˇ
FM
, and
• Meromorphicmaps (regular away from 0) U νˇ
FM
→L νˇ
F0T
,
such that
• ThemapsU νˇ
FM
→L νˇ
F0T
, form a Plücker datum for FM , and the compositions V
νˇ
FB
→
U
νˇ
FM
→L νˇ
F0T
form a Plücker datum for FB
• The compositionsL νˇ
F0T
→ V νˇ
FB
→U νˇ
FM
→L νˇ
F0T
are the identitymaps, and
• The inducedmaps L νˇ
F0T
→U νˇ
FM
(〈µ, νˇ〉 ·0) are regular bundlemaps.
Here νˇ varies through all dominant weights, and V νˇ
FB
,U νˇ
FM
, L νˇ
F0T
are the associated bundles
with fiber equal to the irreducible representation of highest weight νˇ
In particular, we get a pair of opposite Plücker data for both FB and FM that are related
by themaps V νˇ
FB
→U νˇ
FM
. Moreover, because these Plücker data are “transverse” away from
0, i.e. the meromorphic compositions L νˇ
F0T
→ V νˇ
FB
→ U νˇ
FM
→ L νˇ
F0T
are the identity maps,
both bundles FB and FM have canonical reductions to the maximal torus away from 0.
However, because the T bundle induced fromFB is trivialized, we see that bothFB andFM
are actually trivialized away from 0. By [BFG, Proposition 14.3], the action ofN+(M)(K ) on
S
µ
g,b,pi
corresponds to changing the trivialization on the bundle FM in a formal punctured
disk centered at 0. However, because this action leaves the maps V νˇ
FB
→ U νˇ
FM
fixed, the
trivialization on the bundle FB must change by same amount.
Now, let us study the identification
◦
Fλ =
⊔
µS
µ,λ
g,b,pi
. The bundle FN in the definition of
◦
Fλ maps to the bundle FB , which we recall has a canonical reduction to N . As the Plücker
data are also preserved under this identification, the trivialization of FN away from 0 cor-
responds exactly to the trivialization of FB away from 0.

With this equivariance established, we can prove the following corollary to Theorem 5.
Corollary 8. Fix i ∈ I . Let W be a irreducible component of
◦
Fλ, and let W ′ = f ki (Z ) be the
result of applying the fi operator k times toW (soW ′ is an irreducible component of
◦
Fλ−kαi .
Then there exists an dense subvariety U ⊂W ′, all of whose C-points can be written in the
form xi (ptφi (Z )) · z, where p ∈ C[t−1]+k and z ∈W . Here we are viewing the C-points of W
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(resp. W ′) as a subset of S0∩T λ (resp. S0∩T λ−kαi ), and the action of xi is given via the left
multiplication of N (K ) on S0.
Proof. Let Z (resp. Z ′) be the closure of W (resp. W ′) in Fλ (resp. Fλ−kαi ). We can
find dense subvarieties Z˙ ⊂ Z and Z˙ ′ ⊂ Z ′ by intersecting with an appropriate Sµ
g,b,pi
.
By Theorem 5, we have a homeomorphism f : C[t−1]+k × Z˙ → Z˙
′. Let V = Z˙ ′∩W ′. Then
U = f ( f −1(V )∩C[t−1]+k × Z˙ ) will consist of elements that can be written as xi (pt
φi (Z )) · z,
where p ∈C[t−1]+k and z ∈W . By Theorem6, we can interpret z as a point in S
0∩T λ, and by
Proposition 7 the action xi (ptφi (Z )) · z to be that coming from left multiplication of N (K )
on S0. 
4. MAYA DIAGRAMS AND FOCK SPACE
For the remainder of the paper, we will letG be a formal affine Kac-Moody group of type
A, i.e. the group corresponding to the Lie algebra ŝln for n ≥ 2. In this case we can identify
the Dynkin diagram with the integers modulo n, i.e., I = Z/nZ. For these groups, we can
build a very explicit representation called the Fermionic Fock space. In this section we will
discuss theMaya-diagram/charged-partitionbases of Fermionic Fock space, following the
notation anddiagrams fromTingley’s expositorynotes [Ting]. Oncewe have described this
basis, we will be able towrite down formulas for an explicit action of ŝln on Fermionic Fock
space. To begin, let us defineMaya diagrams.
Definition 9. A left-black Maya diagram is a sequence of white or black beads indexed
by Z+0.5 such that all beads are black in sufficiently positive positions, and all beads are
white in sufficiently negative positions. Here is an example of a left-black Maya diagram:
. . . . . .✉ ✉ ✉ ✉ ✉ ✉ ✉ ✉ ❡ ✉ ❡ ❡ ✉ ✉ ❡ ❡ ✉ ❡ ❡ ❡ ❡ ❡
01234567891011 -1 -2 -3 -4 -5 -6 -7 -8 -9 -10-11
Notice we have labeled the positions in increasing order from right to left following
[Ting]. With this convention, all beads sufficiently left of zero must be black; hence the
terminology left-black.
We can identify the set of all left-black Maya diagrams with downward-facing charged
partitions (c.f [Ting] for the recipe). For example, we identify the previous left-black Maya
diagramwith the following downward-facing charged partition:
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. . . . . .✉ ✉ ✉ ✉ ✉ ✉ ✉ ✉ ❡ ✉ ❡ ❡ ✉ ✉ ❡ ❡ ✉ ❡ ❡ ❡ ❡ ❡
01234567891011 -1 -2 -3 -4 -5 -6 -7 -8 -9 -10-11
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Following the recipe in [Ting], we can label each box of the partitionwith an integer corre-
sponding to which slot of theMaya diagram it lies below.
Let us define theFermionic Fock space F− to be the formalC-linear span of all left-black
Maya diagrams (equivalently downward-facing charged partitions).
Remark. Fermionic Fock space is usually defined with a basis consisting of semi-infinite
wedge products. It is easy to see that the above definition is in natural bijection with
the usual definition, with every Maya diagram corresponding to a particular semi-infinite
wedge product (c.f. [Ting]).
Similarly, we can define right-black Maya diagrams. Again there is a bijection between
right-black Maya diagrams and upward-facing charged partitions, and we denote by F+
its formal span. There is a natural bijection between right-black and left-black Maya di-
agrams coming from interchanging the roles of white and black (or equivalently flipping
the charged-partition upside-down). This bijection induces a non-degenerate pairing be-
tween F+ and F−.
We will use box-numbering of charged partitions to define a representation of ŝln on
F+ and F−. For the purposes of defining a representation of ŝln , we will only consider the
box-numberings modulo n. Because we will think of the affine Grassmannian as a right
quotient, it will be convenient for our Lie algebras to act on the right. We define the action
of ŝln on F
− by the following formula on Chevalley generators:
Definition 10. Action of ŝln on Fock Space
Let γ be a downward-facing charged partition. Then for all i ∈Z/nZ,
〈γ|Ei :=
∑
γ\µ is an
i -colored box
〈µ| 〈γ|Fi :=
∑
µ\γ is an
i -colored box
〈µ|.(3)
Prop 3.5.8 in [Ting] tells us that this definition gives rise to a Lie algebra action. We
then define a dual action on F+ by using the natural pairing with F−. It is easy to see that
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these representations are integrable, and they integrate to an action of the corresponding
(minimal) Kac-Moody groups.
Remark. A natural way to get right actions from left actions is via an anti-automorphism.
There are two natural choices for ŝln , the inverse and the Chevalley involution. The above
formula comes from applying the Chevalley involution.
Remark. From the definitions, we see that F+ will be a lowest weight representation and
F− will be a highest weight representation. So for the formal Kac-Moody group, only an
action on F− will be defined. To define an action on F+, we need to complete it so the basis
defined above becomes a topological basis.
4.1. Valuations. Let V be a complex vector space with either the discrete topology or the
topology of a vector space dual to a discrete vector space. Let us define theK -vector space
V ⊗ˆK as follows: ifV is discrete, thenV ⊗ˆK =V ⊗K ; ifV is dual to a discrete vector space
W , then define V ⊗ˆK =HomC(W ,K ).
Then we can define a function
val :V ⊗ˆK →Z∪ {±∞}
as follows. We define a decreasing filtration on V ⊗ˆK by subsets of the form V ⊗ˆtℓO (we
define V ⊗ˆtℓO exactly as above). Let x ∈ V ⊗ˆK . If x = 0, we set val(x) = ∞. Otherwise,
define val(x) to be the maximal ℓ such that x ∈ V ⊗ˆtℓO ; if no such ℓ exists, we set val(x) =
−∞. Note that if V is discrete, the filtration is exhaustive. In particular, val(x) =−∞ never
occurs.
Taking K points of the action of G on F−,we have an action of G(K ) on F−⊗K . Let
xi : K → N+ (K ) be the one parameter subgroup corresponding to the simple coroot αi .
Let us fix p ∈ K with val(p) = ℓ, and let x = xi (p). Let 〈γ| ∈ F− ⊂ F−⊗K be a basis vec-
tor, i.e. γ is a downward-facing charged partition. Then using the series expansion of the
exponential function, we see that 〈γ|xi (p) = 〈γ|
∑∞
k=0E
k
i ⊗
pk
k! . Because, the action of the
Chevalley generators is locally nilpotent, this sum is actually a finite sum. Using the ex-
plicit formula above, we see that val
(
〈γ|xi (p)
)
=min
{
val(p) ·B ,0
}
, where B is the maximal
number of i-colored boxes that can be added to γ.
Now let x = xi (p)·z, where z ∈N+(K ). Let us compute val
(
〈γ|xi (p) · z
)
. By what we have
just said, 〈γ|xi (p) consists of a finite sum of terms
∑
〈µ|⊗aµ where µ is obtained by adding
i-colored boxes to γ and val(aµ)= val(p) · |γ\µ|. So 〈γ|xi (p) · z =
∑
〈µ|z ⊗aµ. For a generic
choice of p, none of these terms will cancel and we have proved the following lemma.
Lemma 11. Consider all p ∈ K of a fixed valuation. Let z ∈ N+(K ). Then for 〈γ| ∈ F− ⊂
F−⊗K and generic choices of p, we have:
val
(
〈γ|xi (p) · z
)
= min
µ obtained by removing
i -colored boxes from γ
{
val
(
〈µ|z
)
+val(p) · |γ\µ|
}
(4)
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Note, that for v ∈ F−, val(v ·−) makes sense as a function on G (K )/G(O ), because the
right action ofG(O ) preserves the valuation. We will later see that these functions will pick
out doubleMV cycles when we let 〈γ| varies through the basis of F−.
5. THE NAITO-SAGAKI-SAITO CRYSTAL
In this section, we will recall the definition of the Naito-Sagaki-Saito (NSS) crystal de-
fined in [NSS]. Their construction is a natural extension of the theory of MV polytopes
and Berenstein-Zelevinsky (BZ) data in finite-type cases (c.f [Kam1]). We will present their
crystal structure in a way that is most streamlined for our purposes. In particular, we will
rephrase their construction using the language of Maya diagrams and charged partitions.
The translations from their language to our language is straightforward, but in our presen-
tation the motivation fromMV polytopes is obscured.
Definition 12. Let M• be collection of integers indexed by left-black Maya diagrams sat-
isfying the following conditions. Let τ be any right-black Maya diagram, and let I be an
interval containing its support. We can then form a right-blackMaya diagram γI by invert-
ing all the colors of τ outside of the interval I . We say thatM• is a pre-NSS datum if there
is a constant Θ(M)τ such that MγI = Θ(M)τ for all I sufficiently large, i.e. there exists an
interval I0 such thatMγI =Θ(M)τ for all intervals I containing I0.
The main consequence of this condition is that it allows us to define another collection
of integersΘ(M)• indexed by right-black diagrams. Abusing notation, we will writeMτ :=
Θ(M)τ for any right-blackMaya diagram τ.
Let us define some notation for certain special right-black Maya diagrams. For every
integer i , let us defineΛi to be the right-blackMaya diagram that has a black bead in every
position less than i and a white bead in every position greater than i . Let siΛi be the right-
black Maya diagram obtained by switching the colors of the beads in the i +0.5 and i −0.5
positions ofΛi .
For example,Λ2 is this Maya diagram:
. . . . . .❡ ❡ ❡ ❡ ❡ ❡ ❡ ❡ ❡ ✉ ✉ ✉ ✉ ✉ ✉ ✉ ✉ ✉ ✉ ✉ ✉ ✉
01234567891011 -1 -2 -3 -4 -5 -6 -7 -8 -9 -10-11
And s2Λ2 is this one:
. . . . . .❡ ❡ ❡ ❡ ❡ ❡ ❡ ❡ ✉ ❡ ✉ ✉ ✉ ✉ ✉ ✉ ✉ ✉ ✉ ✉ ✉ ✉
01234567891011 -1 -2 -3 -4 -5 -6 -7 -8 -9 -10-11
Remark. The above notation corresponds to the fact that we can identify {Λi }i∈Z with the
fundamental weights for GL∞, and {si } with the simple reflections in its Weyl group.
With this notation in hand, we can define the action of the “A∞ Kashiwara operators”
on pre-NSS data:
Definition 13. Let M• be a pre-NSS datum, and let i be an integer. We define a new pre-
NSS datum fi (M) as follows. Let ci (M)=MΛi −MsiΛi −1. Then we define:
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(
f˜iM
)
γ = min
µ obtained by removing
i -colored boxes from γ
{
Mµ+|γ\µ| ·ci (M)
}
(5)
Notice that there will be at most one removable box of color i , so the min in the defini-
tion is taken over a set of either one or two elements.
Remark. The definition above differs slightly in form from the one in [NSS]. However, an
immediate calculation shows that they are equivalent. By the second part of [NSS, Proposi-
tion 3.3.2], we see that the definitionmakes sense, i.e. fiM satisfies the pre-NSS condition.
Let us fix an integer n ≥ 2. We have a natural operator σ on the set of left-black Maya
diagrams given by shifting the positions by n. We say a pre-NSS datumM is n-periodic, if
Mσ(γ) =Mγ for all left-blackMaya diagrams γ. Restricting ourselves to the set of n-periodic
pre-NSS data, we define the set of ŝln Kashiwara operators as follows.
Definition 14. Let i ∈Z/nZ, and letM be an n-periodic pre-NSS datum. We define
fˆiM =
(∏
k∈Z
f˜i+kn
)
(M)(6)
The right hand side of the definition requires some explanation. First we note that the
operators f˜i+kn commute. Furthermore, for every right-blackMaya diagram γ, there exists
a finite-length interval I0 ⊂ Z+0.5 such that
(∏
k∈I f˜i+kn
)
(M)γ =
(∏
k∈I0 f˜i+kn
)
(M)γ for all
intervals I containing I0. We therefore define
(∏
k∈Z f˜i+kn
)
(M)γ =
(∏
k∈I0 f˜i+kn
)
(M)γ
Along with these operators, we have the additional data required to define a crystal. The
eˆi operators are defined in the obvious way. To every n-periodic pre-NSS datum M , we
associate a coweightwt(M) :=
∑
i∈Z/nZMΛi ·hˆi where
{
hˆi
}
are the simple coroots for ŝln . We
define εˆi (M) :=−MΛi −MsiΛi +MΛi−1+MΛi+1. And we define φˆi (M)= 〈wt(M),hi 〉+ εˆi (M).
With these definitions in place, we can give an explicit formula for the fˆi operators.
Lemma 15. Let M• be a n-periodic pre-NSS datum. Then(
fˆiM
)
γ = min
µ obtained by removing
i -colored boxes from γ
{
Mµ+|γ\µ| ·
(
φˆi (M)−1
)}
(7)
Proof. A straightforward calculation shows ci+kn( f˜i+nlN ) = ci+kn(N ) for k 6= l and any n-
periodic pre-NSS datum N . So all the ci+nk (N ) that appear when applying the various
f˜i+nk operators are equal to ci (M). Each f˜i+nk operator acts by taking minimum over the
two possibilities of either adding a box of color i +nk or not adding a box. When we take
the infinite product, we get a minimum over the possibilities of removing any number of
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boxes of color congruent to i modulo n. Because the numbers ci+kn stay constant at each
step, we get the following formula:
( fˆiM)γ =min{M(Z )µ+|γ/µ| ·ci (M)}
The final step is to unwind the definition of φˆi (M) to see that ci (M)= φˆi (M)−1.

We end this section by stating the main result of [NSS]. LetO• be the pre-NSS data that
assigns the value zero to each left-black Maya diagram. This clearly satisfies the pre-NSS
condition and is n-periodic for any n. For any n ≥ 2, let us define the set of NSS data
N =Nn to be the set of all pre-NSS data obtained by applying a sequence of fˆi operators
toO.
Theorem 16. [NSS] Let n ≥ 3. Then the set N ∪ {0}, along with the data of fˆi , eˆi ,wt, εˆi , φˆi
form a crystal that is isomorphic to the B(∞) crystal for ŝln .
Their proof is purely combinatorial, depending on a result of Stembridge that only ap-
plies for n ≥ 3. In the next section we will give an independent geometric proof of this
result that includes the case n = 2.
6. GEOMETRIC REALIZATION OF NSS DATA
In this section we will show how to construct the set of NSS data from doubleMV cycles
for ŜLn . Moreover, we will give an independent proof that the NSS crystal is the B (∞)-
crystal. In particular, our proof will work in the case of ŝl2, where the combinatorialmeth-
ods of [NSS] do not apply.
Let us fix an integer n ≥ 2, and let G = ŜLn . Fix a coweight λ ∈ Λ+. For each left-black
Maya diagram γ, we define a functionDγ :
◦
Fλ(C)→Z as follows: Dγ([g ])= val(〈γ|·g ). Here,
[g ] is an element of S0∩T−λ, which we view as a subset ofG (K )/G(O ).
Proposition 17. The functions Dγ are constructible.
Proof. By the discussion of Zastava spaces in section 3.2,
◦
Fλ maps into the moduli space
of N bundles on P1 trivialized away from 0 (we view this space only as a functor, ignoring
issues of representablity). In particular, we have a universalN bundleFN on P1×
◦
Fλ that is
trivialized on (P1−0)×
◦
Fλ. Let us form the associated vector bundlewith fibers equal to the
Fock space F−. As N is pro-unipotent,FN trivializes on any affine open cover, and there is
no difficulty in constructing this associated bundle. Then 〈γ| ∈ F− determines a section of
this bundle on (P1−0)×
◦
Fλ bymeans of the trivialization.
Then the function Dγ on
◦
Fλ is given by taking the order of the pole of this section on
(P1− 0)× x for any point x ∈
◦
Fλ. We can check this explicitly by restricting to the formal
punctured disk around 0 in P1 and choosing a trivializationof FN that extends over the full
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(non-punctured) formal disk. The difference of the two trivializations on the punctured
disk gives us a lift of the point x to N (K ) via the Zastava interpretation of the bijection
◦
Fλ (C)≃ S0∩T−λ (c.f the proof of Proposition 7). Using this we can easily see that the order
of the pole of the section of the associated bundle coming from 〈γ| is exactlyDγ(x).
Now, if we had a global trivialization of FN , then this section could be viewed as a map
from Fλ to F−⊗ˆK , which we view as an ind-scheme (here we are identifying Spec K with
the formal punctured disk centered at 0 in P1). The function val : F−⊗ˆK → Z∪+∞ is
constructible (in fact, it has locally closed fibers), and the function Dγ would be the pull
back of this function to Fλ via this section.
We do not have a global trivialization, but this bundle will trivialize on on any affine
cover. So we have proved that Dγ is constructible when restricted to every affine open,
from we easily see thatDγ is in fact constructible on the whole of
◦
Fλ. 
Because the function is constructible, on each double MV cycle Z , there will be a dense
open subset on which it takes a single value, which we call the generic value of Dγ. To
Z we can associate a pre-NSS datum M(Z ) defined as follows. For every left-black Maya
diagram γ, we set:
M(Z )γ = the generic value ofDγ on Z(8)
Abusing notation, we will writeM(U )γ =M(Z )γ ifU is a dense subvariety of Z.
Remark. The idea of defining these constructible functions in the case of a finite-dimensional
group is due to Kamnitzer [Kam1], who credits it to a discussion with D. Speyer.
Proposition 18. Geometric Construction of NSS Crystal Operator Let Z be a double MV
cycle, and let M (Z ) be its associated pre-NSS datum. Then,
fˆiM (Z )• =M
(
fiZ
)
•
(9)
Here fi is the geometrically defined crystal operator on double MV cycles, and fˆi is the com-
binatorially defined crystal operator from the previous section.
Proof. By Corollary 8, fiZ contains a dense subvarietyU whoseC-points can each be writ-
ten in the form xi (p) · z, where val(p)=φi (Z )−1 and z ∈ Z . BecauseU is dense, we have
M
(
fiZ
)
γ =M (U )γ
Using the fact that every point ofU is of the formmentioned above, we can use Lemma 4
to compute:
M (U )γ = min
µ obtained by removing
i -colored boxes from γ
{
Mµ+|γ\µ| ·
(
φˆi (M)−1
)}
,
which is precisely equal to fˆiM (Z )• by Lemma 15.
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
This geometric construction also explains the somewhat mysterious operator Θ from
Definition 12. Let M =M (Z ) be the pre-NSS datum corresponding to a double MV cycle
Z . Then for any right-black Maya diagram τ, we can define Θ(M)τ as before. For right-
black diagrams τ, we can defineDτ analagously as we did for left-black diagram using the
action on F+. As before,Dτ is constructible:
Proposition 19. The functions Dτ are constructible.
Proof. The proof of Proposition 17 carries through except for one subtlety. The valuation
function val : F+⊗ˆK → Z∪±∞ is no longer constructible. However, the fibers of each
point except −∞ are locally closed, and by the discussion of “good” elements in [BFK], the
functionDγ never takes the value −∞ on
◦
Fλ. So the argument still works. 
Then a calculation using charged partitions gives us the following very nice formula:
Proposition 20. Θ(M)τ = the generic value of Dτ on Z
Proof. Let Z be a double MV cycle as above, and let M = M (Z ) be the associated NSS
datum. Let τ be a right-black Maya diagram. Then recall that Θ(M)τ =MγI , where I is a
sufficiently large interval in Z, and γI is the left-blackMaya diagram obtained by inverting
all the colors of τ outside the interval I .
Let us now interpret this in termsof chargedpartitions. We viewdiagram τ as an upward-
facing charged partition, and γI is a downward-facing charged partition. Both of these
partitions are colored by the integers modulo n+ 1. Then it is easy to see that removing
any number of boxes of a fixed color from γI corresponds bijectively to adding boxes of
the same color to τ. Moreover, there is an integer N such that for any sequence (i1, · · · iN )
of colors, the process of removing boxes of color i1, followed by removing boxes of color
i2, and so on up to removing boxes of color iN from γI corresponds bijectively to a process
of adding boxes of the same colors to τ. Furthermore, by choosing I large enough, we can
choose N arbitrarily large.
However, removing boxes from γI is exactly how the Chevalley generators act on F
−,
and adding boxes to τ is how the Chevalley generators act on F+. We thus see thatDγI (z)=
Dτ (z) agree for all z ∈ Z that can be written using a product of fewer than N Chevalley
subgroups. But this is always true for z in an open dense subset of Z by Corollary 8 and the
fact that every doubleMV cycle is the result of applying a finite number of crystal operators
to the unique doubleMV cycle of weight 0.

As before, let L denote the set of double MV cycles, and let N denote the set of NSS
data. The previous lemma implies that the operation M defines a map M : L → N , i.e.
the pre-NSS datum associated to an double MV cycle is in fact an NSS datum. Moreover,
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by the definition of NSS data, we see that this map is surjective. With these observations,
we state our main theorem.
Theorem 21. The map M is an isomorphism of crystals.
Proof. In light of the previous proposition, we only need to prove that the map M is a bi-
jection. As we observed above,M is surjective, so we only need to prove injectivity.
First notice by induction that the i-string functions εi and φi and the weight function
wt also commute with the mapM .
We proceed by induction on the weight (more precisely on the height of the weight).
Because there is only one double MV cycle of weight 0 corresponding to the unit point
1 ∈N (K ), we immediately see that this double MV cycle is determined by its NSS datum.
Thus we have the base case for our induction.
Let W and Z be double MV cycles of strictly negative weight with M(W ) =M(Z ), and
suppose M is a injection for all double MV cycles of larger weight. BecauseW and Z are
not weight 0, by the general structure of the B(∞) crystal, there exists an i and j so that
ei (Z ) 6= 0 and e j (W ) 6= 0 (recall the operators ei and e j are the partial inverses of fi and f j
from Definition 3). In the B(∞) crystal, ei (Z ) 6= 0 iff εi (Z ) 6= 0. Moreover, εi (Z ) = εi (W )
because this quantity can be computed combinatorially from the NSS datum.
So there exists i such that ei (Z ) 6= 0 and ei (W ) 6= 0. Thus we can write W = fiei (W )
and Z = fiei (Z ). Now we can apply Propostion 18 to getM(W )= fˆiM(ei (W )) andM(Z )=
fˆiM(ei (Z )). Since M(W ) =M(Z ), we can apply eˆi (the partial inverse to fˆi from Theorem
16) to getM(ei (W ))=M(ei (Z )). By induction, ei (W )= ei (Z ). Applying fi to both sides, we
getW = Z 
From this theorem, we immediately deduce the following corollary.
Corollary 22. The NSS crystal N is the B (∞) crystal for ŝln . In particular, this holds for the
previously unknown case of ŝl2.
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